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iPhone and iOS Forensics is a guide to the forensic acquisition and analysis of iPhone and iOS devices, and offers practical advice on how to secure iOS devices, data and apps. The book
takes an in-depth look at methods and processes that analyze the iPhone/iPod in an official legal manner, so that all of the methods and procedures outlined in the text can be taken into any
courtroom. It includes information data sets that are new and evolving, with official hardware knowledge from Apple itself to help aid investigators. This book consists of 7 chapters covering
device features and functions; file system and data storage; iPhone and iPad data security; acquisitions; data and application analysis; and commercial tool testing. This book will appeal to
forensic investigators (corporate and law enforcement) and incident response professionals. Learn techniques to forensically acquire the iPhone, iPad and other iOS devices Entire chapter
focused on Data and Application Security that can assist not only forensic investigators, but also application developers and IT security managers In-depth analysis of many of the common
applications (both default and downloaded), including where specific data is found within the file system
It covers only what most people want to know-so you don't have to comb through hundreds of pages of tech-speak just to find out how to do a common feature. The guide is based on new
iPhone's that no longer have the Home button (iPhone X and up), so if you are updating from an earlier advice, then this guide won't be as useful to you.
DON’T JUNK IT, FIX IT--AND SAVE A FORTUNE! The only reference & tutorial of its kind--in full color! Fix your own iPhone, iPad, or iPod with secret repair knowledge Apple doesn’t want
you to have! This groundbreaking, full-color book shows you how to resurrect expensive Apple mobile iDevices you thought were dead for good, and save a fortune. Apple Certified Repair
Technician Timothy L. Warner demystifies everything about iDevice repair, presenting simple, step-by-step procedures and hundreds of crisp, detailed, full-color photos. He’ll walk you through
safely taking apart your iDevice, replacing what’s broken, and reliably reassembling it. You’ll learn where to get the tools and exactly how to use them. Warner even reveals sources for
broken Apple devices you can fix at low cost--for yourself, or even for resale! Replace All These iDevice Components: • Battery • Display • SIM card • Logic board • Dock connector Take
Apart, Fix, and Reassemble: • iPod nano (5th & 7th Gen) • iPod touch (4th & 5th Gen) • iPhone (3GS, 4, 4S, & 5) • iPad (iPad 2, iPad 4th Gen, & iPad mini) Fix Common Software-Related
Failures: • Emergency data recovery • Jailbreaking • Carrier unlocking Do What Apple Never Intended: • Resurrect a waterlogged iDevice • Prepare an iDevice for resale • Install non-Apple
Store apps • Perform out-of-warranty repairs All technical content reviewed & approved by iFixit, world leader in iDevice parts, tools, and repair tutorials!
If you believe some news stories, the latest iPhone update (iOS 10) is radically different and you should beware of updating! They're wrong! This book is for both new users of iPhone and
those upgrading to the latest update. I'll walk you through the changes and show you why updating is nothing to be afraid of. So why do you need this book? This book was written for my
parents; people who needed to know as much as possible, as quickly as possible. There are people who want to know every single little detail about the iPhone, and you will find that in
Apple's comprehensive manual. If you are like my parents though, new to the iPhone and just want to learn all the basics in about 30 to 60 minutes or an hour that is, then this guide will help
you. People who just want to know how to add their contacts, how to take photos, and how to email. It's not for advanced users, though if you are upgrading from the previous Apple iOS (iOS
9) then you will most probably find it useful. If you are ready to learn read on!
The iPhone 11 Pro Max is great for users that want a phone with Face ID biometrics, multiple color choices, depth-aware front-facing camera, fast performance, triple-camera system with
telephoto, and a 6.5-inch dynamic range OLED display. This user guide contains detailed steps on how to explore all the new features on your phone along with screenshots to make it easy
for you to familiarize yourself with the workings of the operating system for iPhones. Whether you are just buying a new iPhone or downloading the new software to your existing device, this
book would help you to achieve better and faster productivity. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: How to Clear Storage Space on Your iPhone. How to Set up Keyboard
Shortcuts. How to Turn On "Announce Messages with Siri". How to Train Siri to Recognize Your Voice. How to Record and Send Animoji. How to Use Memoji Stickers. How to Activate Dark
Mode. How to Set Up Family Sharing. How to View, Re-Open, and Bookmark Tabs in Safari. How to Take/ Edit/ View Screenshots. How to Take a Still Photo while Capturing Video. How to
Shoot Slow Motion Videos. How to Find Memories in Photos. How to Find Friends in "Find My". How to Share Your Location. How to Create Favorite Locations. How to Enable and Disable
Screen Time. How to Create an Apple ID. How to Set Up Face ID. How to Manage Authorization For Apps With Face ID. And lots more...
The iPhone is one of the most useful pieces of technology you can buy. Not only can it make phone calls for you, but it can also browse the web, video call friends and family, and even take
measurements of everyday objects around your home. This brand new book for 2021 is all about making sense of the iPhone, even if you've never used one before. You'll learn about the very
basics, how the built-in apps work, and how you can use an iPhone to enrich and improve your life. Large images and step-by-step guides throughout make it easy to learn. Inside you'll
discover: - All the basics covered, including buttons, gestures, and typing - How to find and install apps - Step-by-step tutorials for browsing the internet - Instructions for setting up accounts
and checking emails - How to make video calls to loved ones - The secrets of iPhone photography - How to configure Settings & much more!
The iPhone SE is the best choice of iPhone for most people. It's packed with the most advanced technology Apple has produced to date, it takes staggering photos, and its 4.7-inch display is
just the right size for enjoying media and games. Oh, it's also $600 cheaper than the iPhone 11 Pro. Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by best-selling technology
author Tom Rudderham, iPhone SE Guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the history of the iPhone's development, learn how to take incredible photos, discover
how to use iOS 13 and its built-in apps, plus much more. By the time you've finished reading iPhone SE Guide you'll be a pro in nearly everything iPhone and iOS related. Inside you'll
discover: - The history of the iPhone - Software & hardware features of the iPhone SE - In-depth coverage of iOS 13 - Detailed app tutorials - The secrets of mastering mobilephotography How to configure Settings & much more!
The latest edition – updated to cover iOS 14 and iPhone 12 Nothing seems to change faster than an iPhone. Just when you think you know your way around the device, a new update arrives
and you have to learn everything all over again. This fully revised edition of iPhone For Dummies arrives just in time to keep you up to date on iOS 14, the version of the iOS operating system
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released in late 2020, as well as all the updated features of iPhone 12. But don’t worry if you’re sticking with your current iPhone or buying an older model. This book offers help on using any
iPhone that runs iOS 14, all the way back to iPhone 6. Written by two longtime Apple fans and experts, this revised guide covers the essentials you’ll need to know about the industry-leading
device and its slick iOS operating system, kicking off with set-up—navigating settings, hooking up to wifi, sharing audio and video—and then gearing you up to warp speed with the many
incredible ways this smartphone’s tools and apps can bring a joyful extra dimension to your life. Explore the basics of iOS 14 Enhance your interests with apps Get artsy with photos, video,
and more Troubleshoot common problems Learn what makes the iPhone 12 different than the 11, X, SE, or older models Whether you’re just getting started with a new phone or want to get
even more from your current version, iPhone For Dummies puts the power right at your fingertips!
"Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by best-selling technology author Tom Rudderham, iPhone 11 Guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the history of
the iPhone's development from 2007 to 2019, learn how to take incredible photos, discover how to use iOS 13 and its built-in apps, plus much more. By the time you've finished reading iPhone 11 Guide you'll
be a pro in nearly everything iPhone and iOS related." -- Amazon.com
Maximize the full features of your iPhone 12 mini The iPhone 12 mini marks a change in direction, not just from Apple but also in an industry of increasingly large smartphones. This smaller form factor is a
welcome addition to Apple's lineup. The 12 mini is just a miniature iPhone 12. It has the same new design, from the flat, color matching aluminum frame to the glossy glass back. It gets the same
improvements like the ceramic shield display and the new water resistance rating too. You don't have any durability compromises with the smaller phone. The iPhone 12 mini supports 5G connectivity, has
better water and dust resistance, improved cameras, and runs on the brand-new iOS 14. iOS 14 brings several new features and tweaks like widgets, the app library, compact call interface, the translation
app, the sleep tracking app, Siri improvements, and several others. This book will show you all the features and settings of the new iPhone 12 mini to help you master how to use your iPhone with all the
newly introduced features. This is a preview of what you will learn: Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 mini Set Up iPhone 12 mini Create and Change Apple ID on the iPhone 12 mini Set Up Apple
Pay How to Use Picture in Picture Mode Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 mini Home screen and open apps Use and Customize Control Center Set Do Not
Disturb Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 mini Switching Between Open Apps Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 mini Creating Folders and Organizing Your Apps Multitasking with "Picture in
Picture" on iPhone And so much more! This guide contains step-by-step instructions with images that will help you operate your iPhone 12 mini in the simplest terms. It will open to you the beautiful features
you never knew existed and help you to make maximum use of your device. It is straight forward, well detailed, and easy to understand. Get this Book Now and begin to do more with your latest iPhone
device. Scroll up and click the BUY NOW button to purchase this guide!
Take a bite out of Apple's iPhoneTM success. The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Developing iPhoneTM Apps is the perfect introduction for aspiring iPhoneTM app creators, offering a step-by-step approach
exploring all of the tools and key aspects of programming using the iPhoneTM software development kit, including getting the finished product distributed through the App Store. ?Apple also reports more than
one billion downloads of their more than 25,000 available applications, and both the number of applications and the appetite for them keeps growing ?Of the more than 50,000 companies and individuals who
have registered as program developers, 60 percent have never before developed an Apple platform
With the largest LCD display ever shipped in an iPhone, the same camera lens included with the iPhone XS, and the most powerful chip ever included in a smartphone, the iPhone XR is an incredible piece of
technology. Arguably, it's also the most beautiful, coming in six bold color choices: white, black, blue, coral, yellow, and product red. Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by bestselling technology author Tom Rudderham, iPhone XR Guide is packed with top tips and in-depth tutorials. You'll uncover the history of the iPhone's development from 2007 to 2018, learn about iPhone XR
features such as Face ID, discover how to use iOS 12 and its built-in apps, plus much more. By the time you've finished reading iPhone XR Guide, you'll be a pro in nearly everything iPhone and iOS related.
Inside you'll discover: * The history of the iPhone * Software & hardware features of the iPhone XR * In-depth coverage of iOS 12 * Face ID * Detailed app tutorials * The secrets of mastering mobile
photography * How to edit photos * Essential Settings and configurations * Troubleshooting tips
**Buy the Paperback and Get the eBook Copy Free** A Comprehensive User Guide with Screenshots to Guide you in operating your iPhone Device with the iOS 13. The iOS 13, the latest addition to the
Apple iOS family is finally out after much anticipations and speculations. This newest version is available in iPhone devices from iPhone 6s to iPhone XR, XS and XS Max and the iPad. The newest iPhones
are not left out as the iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Max have the iOS 13 installed by default. The iOS 13 comes with lots of new features that can look a little overwhelming when using it for the first time. This
book would help you explore all the new features in the iOS 13 by showing you steps on how to enable and use the features to get you started on your device in no time. Some of the things you would learn in
this book include: How to Download iOS 13 on iPhone, PC and Mac How to Use Cycle Tracking in Health How to Use the Find My App How to Edit Photos and Rotate Videos How to Use Sign-IN-With-Apple
How to Enable Dark Mode How to Use Favorites in the Apple Maps How to Use Look Around feature in Apple Maps How to Customize Your Memoji and Animoji How to Share Music Over AirPods How to
Play Live Radio Through Siri How to Add Siri Shortcuts How to Use Screen Time How to Set App Limits How to Use the New Reminders app How to Use Swipe Typing How to Disable/ Enable Haptic Touch
and 3D in iOS 13 How to Remove Location Details from your Photos in iOS 13 How to Set a Profile picture and Name in iMessages How to Set Optimized Battery Charging How to Pair your iPhone with a
DualShock 4 and Xbox one S How to Use the New Gestures for Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and Undo How to Connect to Paired Bluetooth Devices or Wi-fi from Control Center How to Download Large Apps
over Cellular Network How to Scan Documents and Save screenshots Straight to Files App Operating the Safari Browser in iOS 13 And lots more! Click on Buy Now to get this book and begin to do more
productive activities with your iPhone.
The Comprehensive User Guide for optimizing the 12 iPhone Series A stunning new platform filled with revolutionary technologies, including A14 Bionic, an integrated dual-camera setup and a Ceramic
Shield front cover Super Retina XDR show, is launched in the iPhone 12 Series. Apple introduced 5G technologies with the iPhone 12 model, ushering in a new age for the best smartphone in the world. For
a brighter, more realistic viewing experience, the newly built iPhone 12 models sport spacious edge-to - edge retina display screens and a new Ceramic Shield front cover, offering the greatest improvement in
longevity ever on the iPhone. The Apple-designed A14 Bionic, the quickest smartphone chip, drives every iPhone 12 experience, which, combined with an integrated dual-camera setup, offers major new
advanced imaging capabilities and smartphone video of the highest quality. This book is intended to lead you through the process of getting a thorough understanding of the 12th century devices from Apple.
To enhance your realistic knowledge, this book includes a lot of material, and this book consists of a common understanding of gadgets from Gen 12 and IOS 14, skills to develop them, and so on. If you
purchased an iPhone 12 for yourself, then you need this book to explore your new iphone 12 value. Other things available in this book include - About your iphone12 - What's special with iphone12 - Power up
and set up your iPhone12 - Prepare for activation of your iphone12 - Switch on your iPhone12 and set it up - Migrating to iphone12 from an Android device - Linking your iPhone 12 to the Internet - Connect to
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a private Hotspot - Using your Apple ID to sign in - To Change your Apple ID settings - Modify the settings for iCloud - Bookmark or download iPhone 12 User Guide - Install an Apple Books user guide Unlock and Wake up an iPhone 12 - Unlock your iphone 12 - Adjust volume on iphone 12 - Adjust the volume in Control Center - Adjust the volume of the headset - Change or switching off your iphone 12
sounds - Set options for soun - To Silence your iPhone 12 - Find the iPhone 12 settings - Adjusting the brightness and colour of your iPhone 12 screen - Switch Dim mode on or off - Manually adjust the
screen brightness - Switch "night shift" on or off - Modifying the name of your iPhone 12 - Setting the date and time to your iPhone 12 - Set the iPhone 12 to the language and region - Set up mail, calendar
and contact profiles - To Set up your calendar profile - Checking features from the iPhone screen - Access notifications and applications on the Lock Screen - How to display preview updates on your Lock
Screen - Open the iPhone 12 applications - Explore the applications library - Hide and view your home screen pages - Take a screenshot or screen recording on iPhone12 - Build the recording of the screen Change wallpaper on your iphone12 - Using the Application Switcher - Multitask with Photo on iPhone12 - Shift and arrange iPhone12 applications - Build folders and set up your applications - Find the
applications in the App Library - Leave and re-open the iphone12 application - Delete the iPhone12 applications - Using the iPhone12 to search - Choose the applications you want to include in the Search Switch the Suggestions off in Search - Using AirDrop on you
The Perfect User Guide for iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro and iPhone 11 Pro Max users that want to maximize the full features of the latest iOS 14 software. iOS 14 is one of Apple's most significant iOS update
to date, introducing Siri improvements, Picture in Picture video playback, Home screen design changes, App Library and several other powerful tweaks. This user manual will show you all the features and
settings of the iOS 14 to help you master how to use the iOS 14 on your iPhone 11 with all its newly introduced feature. This guide will walk you through all the fantastic features of the new software and
expose all the hidden setting. In this Guide you will learn What is new on iOS 14 All the Amazing Features of the iOS 14 you should know about How to Set Up Your iPhone How to Set up and manage Family
Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Updating your iPhone device to the latest iOS 14 Applying iOS 14 updates to your iPhone device Using Siri Using Find My How to
add and manage Widgets to your iPhone Exploring the App Library on iOS 14 How to use app clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitasking with the Picture in Picture feature on your
iPhone How to use the new Message features on your iPhone Speech and Language Translation Creating your Memoji in iOS 14 Using Memoji as a profile picture Camera feature on iOS 14 Sorting albums
FaceTime feature on iOS 14 Headphone and Environmental sound control. How to set up sleep schedules in the Health app on iPhone How to set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone Organizing
apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes And a lot more! Are you ready to get started with the new iOS 14? Then grab a copy of this manual Now!
Brand new for 2019! iPhone Guide is the perfect companion for your new iPhone X, XR, or XS. Brought to you by the expert team at Tap Guides, and written by best-selling technology author Tom
Rudderham, iPhone Guide is packed with step-by-step tutorials, helpful tips, and hundreds of images. The new generation of iPhones all feature edge-to-edge displays, brand new gestures, updated apps,
and an operating system that's packed with clever technologies and features. If you're new to the iPhone, or really want to make the most out of its features, then chances are you need a friendly guide to help
you make sense of it all. That's where iPhone Guide comes in. It's written in an easy to follow way, so if you only need to learn the basics, or if you want to discover some really advanced tips, iPhone Guide is
here to help. * Packed with hundreds of images * Detailed step-by-step guides for all the essential apps * Use multi-touch gestures to control your iPhone * Discover advanced camera tools to create stunning
photos * Plus much much more!

iPhone 7 The Complete User Guide To iPhone 7 And iPhone 7 Plus + Advanced Tips And Tricks! This straight-forward and simple eBook provides a thorough guide to the iPhone 7. In the
chapters of this guide you will learn how the iPhone 7 is different from previous models and the new aspects of its design. You will also get to grips with the new iOS 10 operating system, how
to set up your iPhone 7 and how to navigate on your new Apple phone.
Collins Bird Guide provides all the information needed to identify any species at any time of the year, with detailed text on size, habitat, range, identification and voice. Accompanying every
species entry is a distribution map and illustrations showing the species in all the major plumages (male, female, immature, in flight, at rest, feeding)."
The Complete User Guide to iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max. iPhone 12 Pro assumes that it's the best smartphone around. Now the smartphone has spoiled users with
buttery smooth performance, velvety haptics and trouble-free setup. Everything about the iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, and iPhone 12 Pro Max experience is almost obnoxiously seamless, and
that's a big reason why it is a big contender to the iPhone 11 and Samsung Galaxy Note 20. The new iOS 14 update brings some useful tools, including the ability to display Triple-lens 3D
camera for better video and gaming and more. There's also a slew of New physical design and its ability to do 5G connectivity as well as integrate two forms of 5G: That's all great. So long as
you're jumping to the iPhone 12 Pro, the combination of refreshed hardware, software and accessories supplies a more significant upgrade. This book is a detailed in DEPTH guide that will
help you to maximize your iPhone 12 Pro Series. It has ACTIONABLE tips, tricks and hacks. It contains specific step-by-step instructions that are well organized and easy to read. Here is a
preview of what you will learn: -Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 -Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone -Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 -Take a Screenshot or Screen
Recording On iPhone 12Change iPhone 12 Sounds and Vibrations. -Home screen and open apps -Type and Edit Text on iPhone 12 -Add or change keyboards on iPhone 12 -Using Maps
Application -Use and Customize Control Center on iPhone 12 -Allow Features Access from Device Lock Screen -How to use app clips on iPhone -Choose iPhone 12 Settings for Travel -Set
up Screen Time for a Family Member on iPhone 12 -Set Do Not Disturb on iPhone 12 -Turn on Do Not Disturb While Driving -Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12 -Switching Between Open
Apps -Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 -Creating Folders and Organizing Your Apps -Find out what Siri can do on iPhone 12 -Using Siri in Your Car -Using Calculator on iPhone 12
-Set up sleep routines in Health on an iPhone 12 -Set an Alarm or Bedtime Schedule on iPhone 12 -Track Your Sleep History -Take Photos with the Camera on iPhone 12 -Taking Videos with
iPhone 12 Camera -Recording a Slow-Motion Video -Set up FaceTime on iPhone 12 -Collecting Health and Fitness Data on iPhone 12 -Tracking Your Menstrual Cycle on iPhone 12 -Health
and Fitness Data on iPhone 12 -Download Health Records in Health On iPhone 12 (The U.S. Only) -Multitasking with "Picture in Picture" on iPhone -New Things Siri can do on iPhone 12 -Use
the Compass on iPhone 12 -View the Privacy Report -And So much more. This is the easy-to-follow step by step guide you have been looking for. Get this guide now and start using your
iPhone 12/iPhone 12 Pro/ iPhone 12 Pro Max to get the best experience. Additional value for this book. -A well-organized table of content and index that you can easily reference to get details
quickly and more efficiently -Step-by-step instructions with images that will help you operate your iPhone Device in the simplest terms. -Latest tips and tricks to help you maximize your new
iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone Pro Max to the fullest.
Make the most of your Mac with this witty, authoritative guide to macOS Big Sur. Apple updates its Mac operating system every year, adding new features with every revision. But after twenty
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years of this updating cycle without a printed user guide to help customers, feature bloat and complexity have begun to weigh down the works. For thirty years, the Mac faithful have turned to
David Pogue’s Mac books to guide them. With Mac Unlocked, New York Times bestselling author Pogue introduces readers to the most radical Mac software redesign in Apple history,
macOS Big Sur. Beginning Mac users and Windows refugees will gain an understanding of the Mac philosophy; Mac veterans will find a concise guide to what’s new in Big Sur, including its
stunning visual and sonic redesign, the new Control Center for quick settings changes, and the built-in security auditing features. With a 300 annotated illustrations, sparkling humor, and
crystal-clear prose, Mac Unlocked is the new gold-standard guide to the Mac.
Good things are happening for Apple usersAs you well know already, iOS 14 just launched. In my mind's eye, I can see you literally screaming in delight. There's a reason to be happy. The
iOS 14 comes packed with unique features that will thrill Apple users.One thing that keeps people going for Apple devices is the superior qualities compared to other brands.Since Apple first
introduced the launching of iOS 14 in June 2020, many users have anticipated getting their devices updated. Finally, on September 16, we got the release. Now users have a fantastic
experience with the new design and upgrades to their past experiences.Before we dive in, let's talk about iOS.What is iOS?iOS is simply Apple's operating system. It's the acronym for the
iPhone Operating System. It's the system that powers all of Apple products, including Apple iPhone, iPad, iPod, iWatch, Apple TV, and iMac, which was, in reality, the first product to carry the
"i" branding in its name.iOS has a sleek interface, and the ease of operation is what endears many to the company. Apps can be downloaded from the app store, where there are millions of
apps to choose from. The apps work flawlessly on your device, as you never have to worry about hanging and the other issues you experience with other products.iOS devices are faster than
Android operating systems. It makes for seamless user experience, has better hardware and software integration, and gets OS updates faster than other operating systems.For many, Apple's
products are non-negotiable due to the superior qualities that the company's devices possess when compared to many out there.Apple has good support and helpful articles for its users when
they have a problem that needs fixing.WHICH DEVICE CAN USE iOS14?Typically, any device that was running on iOS 13 can be upgraded to iOS 14. In case that doesn't answer your
question, take a look below at the devices that support Apple's latest release.iPhone 11iPhone 11 ProiPhone 11 Pro MaxiPhone XSiPhone XS MaxiPhone XRiPhone XiPhone 8iPhone 8
PlusiPhone 7iPhone 7 PlusiPhone 6siPhone 6s PlusiPhone SE (1st generation)iPhone SE (2nd generation)iPod touch (7th generation)In a nutshell, this guide was written to inform and
educate you about the changes Apple has made and how you can enjoy the amazing features packed in this latest installment. The areas of upgrade includes the following Home Screen and
Widgets App Library Compact Call Interface Picture in Picture Siri Update Messages Approximate Location Support4k YouTube Support Maps and Cycling Changing Default Browser and
Email Client Music App Updates Weather App Translate Car Keys This guide gives you a step-by-step approach, taking you by the hands to explore all the wonderful features now available at
your fingertips. And you don't have to worry about the upgrade process as we covered that as well. It is worth your time, to the last nanosecond. Get a copy!
Need help with the iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus? The iPhone 7 introduced many new features, which redefined the iPhone. This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as the
rest of the iPhone 7 and iOS 10. The Guide to the iPhone 7 gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons on your iPhone 7 perform which functions
is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of the iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary
instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by- step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This
guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to- day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem.
Help is here!
Need help with the iPhone 6S? Are you new to the iPhone? The Guide to iPhone 6S for Seniors is a book written specifically for those who have difficulty using electronics, such as phones,
personal computers, and tablet computers. iPhone 6S is the newest smartphone from Apple as of September 25th, 2015. iPhone 6S introduced many new features, which redefined the
iPhone. There is a wealth of knowledge about the iPhone 6S in this book, which can be easily accessed and navigated for quick reference. Whether you are puzzled about managing your
electronic address book, or how to take and send a picture to a friend, you will find the information in this guide. The internet is riddled with advanced tips and tricks, but the goal of this book is
to sort through the extra information to simplify your first experience with using an iPhone. Help is here! Here are some examples of the topics discussed in this guide: - Charging the Device Finding the iPhone and iPad Buttons - Calling a Contact - Using the Speakerphone During a Voice Call - Adding a New Contact - Composing a New Text Message - Adding an Attachment to a
Text Message - Taking a Picture - Capturing a Video - Navigating to a Web Page - Setting Up Email - Setting Up an iTunes Account - Buying an Application PLUS, what to do when the phone
- Does not turn on - Can't make a call - Touchscreen does not respond as expected ...and much more!
The iPhone SE 2020 (a follow up to the 2016 iPhone SE) was launched in April 2020 as a new low-cost iPhone by the Apple brand. The phone comes with years of software updates, an
amazing camera set and a topnotch performance even at its low cost. The Apple iPhone SE 2020 has several features in common with the much more expensive phones, like the A13 Bionic
processor, which makes it as fast as the iPhone 11 series phones. The iPhone SE also has access to the 18W charging capability and the AI-enabled portrait mode that you will find in the
iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max. This user guide contains detailed steps on how to explore all the new features on your phone along with screenshots to make it easy for you to familiarize
yourself with the workings of the operating system for iPhones. Whether you are just buying a new iPhone or downloading the new software to your existing device, this book would help you to
achieve better and faster productivity. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: How to Clear Storage Space on Your iPhone. How to Set up Keyboard Shortcuts. How to Turn
On Announce Messages with Siri. How to Train Siri to Recognize Your Voice. How to Use Memoji Stickers. How to Activate Dark Mode. How to Set Up Family Sharing. How to View, ReOpen, and Bookmark Tabs in Safari. How to Take/ Edit/ View Screenshots. How to Take a Still Photo while Capturing Video. How to Shoot Slow Motion Videos. How to Find Memories in
Photos. How to Find Friends in 'Find My'. How to Share Your Location. How to Create Favorite Locations. How to Enable and Disable Screen Time. How to Create an Apple ID. How to Set Up
Touch ID. How to Authorize Purchases Using Touch ID. How to Deny Access to Data From Specified Apps. How to Add a Card to Apple Pay. How to Set a Name and Photo for Your
iMessage Profile. How to Sign Up For/ Cancel Apple Arcade. And lots more...
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??? Unleash the power of iPhone SE ??? The iPhone SE is Apple's budget phone. But don't let the word budget fool you--there's nothing cheap about this phone. While it doesn't
have all the bells and whistles of the most expensive pro iPhone's, it packs a mighty punch, and has plenty of features that will make your daily life more productive. There's a lot
to the phone, obviously, and that means a lot of people get stumped about how to actually use everything. This book will walk you through the basics. It will make sure you
understand how to use the most powerful features on the iPhone SE (running iOS 15--the latest version of Apple's operating system). I try and keep things light, so you'll have fun
learning about the features that matter most. Some of the things you will learn include: What's new to iOS 15 How to add widgets to your Home screen Organizing apps with the
App Library Buying, removing, rearranging, updating apps Taking, editing, organizing and sharing photos Apple Services (Apple Music, Apple TV+, Apple Card, iCloud, and
Fitness+) Using Siri Using pre-installed apps like Notes, Calendar, Reminders, and more Making phone calls and sending messages And much, much more! Are you ready to
start enjoying your new iPhone? Then let's get started! Note: this guide is based off the second generation iPhone SE released in 2020. This guide is not endorsed by Apple, Inc.,
and should be considered unofficial.
Need help with iOS 9? Whether you have an iPhone, an iPad, or even an iPod touch, this guide is for you. iOS 9 is the newest operating system from Apple as of September 9th,
2015. iOS 9 introduced many new features, which redefined the iPhone 4S and higher, iPad 2 and higher, and iPod Touch 5th generation and higher. These features include: Side-by-Side Multitasking on the iPad - Watching a Video While Using Another Application - Enhanced Siri functionality - Low Power Mode to Improve Battery Life - Improved
photo management - Search Upgrades - Move to iOS Application for Android Users who Want to Switch - And many more... This guide will introduce you to these new features,
as well as the rest of iOS 9. The Guide to iOS 9 gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons on your iOS 9 device perform which
functions is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of iOS 9. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of
presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by-step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that
you are on the right track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting
section to isolate and solve the problem.
Don't Buy This Apple iOS 14 User's Guide if You are not an Apple Enthusiasts!!! iOS 14, a unique operating system which has brought Apple into the limelight again and has
boosted them once more being one of the most sort after phone producers in the world. The iOS 14 is more stable and user-friendly than that developed by beta developers that
you will want to install it right away on your iPhone. In this Guide, you would be learning everything about the Apple iOS 14 and its amazing features. This guide is filled with
detailed information about the software and how to use it effectively. Each explanation has been backed up with a clear photograph so you can get a clear understanding of what
we are trying to portray. If you are using any of the latest Apple products, say from 2015 till date, or starting from the iPhone 6 series or you are planning on getting one which will
be compatible withiOS 14, this guide will help you get started and make your journey with the iOS 14 more comfortable. The guide will put a smile on your face after finding out
the fantastic features that lies in it, even if you haven't gotten the latest Apple device yet and you are reading this guide, it is inevitable that after finding out its amazing features
and uniqueness, you would not be able to resist purchasing one of the latest Apple phone series that are compatible with iOS 14. Here are Some of the Things you would Learn
when You read this Guide: All about iOS 14 How to install iOS 14 on your device and get fully started iOS 14 phone compatibility Differences in iOS 14 and other iOS How to use
iOS 14 And many more... It is all contained in this guide with so much more, everything about the IOS 14 operating system, get seated, and start your iOS 14 journey! So what
are you waiting for? Scroll up and click the orange "BUY NOW" button on the top right corner and download Now!!! You won't regret you did See you inside!!!
The Perfect User Guide for iPhone users that want to maximize the full features of the latest iOS 14 software. iOS 14 is one of Apple's most significant iOS update to date,
introducing Siri improvements, Picture in Picture video playback, Home screen design changes, App Library and several other powerful tweaks. This user manual will show you
all the features and settings of the iOS 14 to help you master how to use the iOS 14 on your iPhone with all its newly introduced feature. This guide will walk you through all the
fantastic features of the new software and expose all the hidden setting. In this Guide you will learn What is new on iOS 14 All the Amazing Features of the iOS 14 you should
know about How to Set up and manage Family Sharing Send and Receive Money on iMessage Download iMessage apps Updating your iPhone device to the latest iOS 14
Applying iOS 14 updates to your iPhone device Using Siri Using Find My How to add and manage Widgets to your iPhone Exploring the App Library on iOS 14 How to use app
clips on iPhone Using the Translate app on your iPhone Multitasking with the Picture in Picture feature on your iPhone How to use the new Message features on your iPhone
Speech and Language Translation Creating your Memoji in iOS 14 Using Memoji as a profile picture Camera feature on iOS 14 Sorting albums FaceTime feature on iOS 14
Headphone and Environmental sound control. How to set up sleep schedules in the Health app on iPhone How to set up and use Face Recognition on your iPhone Organizing
apps with the App Library Scanning QR codes And a lot more! Are you ready to get started with the new iOS 14? Then grab a copy of this manual Now!
Need help with iOS 8? iOS 8 is the newest operating system from Apple as of September 17th, 2014. iOS 8 introduced many new features, which redefined the iPhone 4S and
higher, iPad 2 and higher, and iPod Touch 5th generation and higher. These features include: - Interactive notifications - Predictive typing - Enhanced Siri functionality - Wi-Fi
Calling - Time-Lapse Videos - Improved email application - FaceTime Call Waiting - And many more... This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as the rest of
iOS 8. The Guide to iOS 8 gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons on your iOS 8 device perform which functions is useless
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unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of iOS 8. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary
instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by-step procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right
track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate
and solve the problem. Help is here!
**Get the eBook version free when you buy the Paperback** The iPhone XR can be considered the most beautiful device with the six colors it is designed in: white, black, blue,
coral, yellow, and red. The iPhone XR User Guide is a complete guide to operating the iPhone XR. This book would benefit beginners, first time iPhone users, seniors as well as
users changing devices. In this book, you would find information you need to know about the iPhone XR starting from the physical features, to explaining buttons and terms that
you need to know to better enjoy your device. It then goes into step by step teachings and guides on how to use the device starting from the basics. This include: Steps to set up
your iPhone XR How to install and use social media apps like Facebook, Twitter How to Use Memoji and Animoji Set up email Create contact list Set up face ID Register for
Apple ID Navigate apple pay features Make and answer calls, send text messages Charge your phone wirelessly Unlock your device Activate Haptic Touch Turn Siri to a
translator Restart, reset and restore Make use of "find my iPhone" when lost Amazing tips and tricks and so much more details you should know. Value Add for this book A
detailed Table of content that you can easily reference when needed. Step by step instructions on how to operate your device in the simplest terms, easy for all to understand.
Latest tips and tricks to help you enjoy your device to the fullest. If you want to have vast knowledge on how to get the best from your Phone XR, then this book is for you.
The Ultimate User Guide to gain total mastery of the new iPhone 12 Pro In this guide, you will learn how to master and set up all the essential features of the new iPhone 12 Pro,
including basic and advanced tips and tricks to help you navigate the iPhone 12 Pro interface and use the latest operating system, iOS 14, like a pro. This guide is ideal for both
beginners and experts. The iPhone 12 pro is packed full with many novel features that promises to give every user the 'WOW experience'. With a powerful A14 Bionic processor,
it boasts to be one of the fastest devices on the planet. Apple has also improved on the camera of the iPhone, with 3 rear cameras, each of which packs 12-megapixel lenses,
plus another 12 megapixels in the front camera. The device runs on the new upgraded iOS 14, which itself is packed with many new features. The new iOS 14 update brings
some useful tools, including the ability to display Triple-lens 3D camera for better video and gaming and more. There's also a slew of New physical design and its ability to do 5G
connectivity. This guide is formatted in a way to help you use your phone (and all its powerful features) as quickly as possible. Here is a preview of what you will learn: Everything
about the new iOS 14 Move from an Android Device to iPhone 12 pro Manage Apple ID and iCloud Settings on iPhone Ways to use iCloud on iPhone 12 pro How to use Picture
in Picture for movies and TV shows How to add widgets to your Home Screen Organizing apps with the App Library Home screen and open apps Type and Edit Text on iPhone
12 pro Use and Customize Control Center on iPhone 12 pro Set Do Not Disturb on iPhone 12 pro Turn on Do Not Disturb While Driving Switching Between Apps on iPhone 12
pro Switching Between Open Apps Moving and organizing apps on iPhone 12 pro Find out what Siri can do on iPhone 12 pro Take Photos with the Camera on iPhone 12 pro
New safari features And much more! This is an easy-to-follow step by step guide you have been looking for. Get this guide now and start using your iPhone 12 pro to get the best
experience. Right from the initial setup of your phone, to the more advanced features and tips & tricks, this is a must-read for you. Scroll up and click BUY NOW to get started.
Need help with the iPhone 6S or iPhone 6S Plus? The iPhone 6S and 6S Plus introduced the 3D Touch feature, which completely redefines how you use your iPhone. Many
other new features were also introduced in iOS 9. This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as iOS 9. The Guide to the iPhone 6S gives task-based instructions
without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons perform which functions is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of the iPhone. Therefore,
this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-bystep procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish
your day-to-day tasks much faster. If you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem. Help is here!
Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular iPhone Bootcamp class, iPhone Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the essential tools and techniques for developing applications for the
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. In each chapter, you will learn programming concepts and apply them immediately as you build an application or enhance one from a previous chapter. These applications have
been carefully designed and tested to teach the associated concepts and to provide practice working with the standard development tools Xcode, Interface Builder, and Instruments. The guide’s learn-whiledoing approach delivers the practical knowledge and experience you need to design and build real-world applications. Here are some of the topics covered: Dynamic interfaces with animation Using the
camera and photo library User location and mapping services Accessing accelerometer data Handling multi-touch gestures Navigation and tabbed applications Tables and creating custom rows Multiple ways
of storing and loading data: archiving, Core Data, SQLite Communicating with web services ALocalization/Internationalization "After many 'false starts' with other iPhone development books, these clear and
concise tutorials made the concepts gel for me. This book is a definite must have for any budding iPhone developer." –Peter Watling, New Zealand, Developer of BubbleWrap
The iPhone 12 is an awesome device that is built on brand new technology. The iPhone 12 has an attractive new design, direct and full access to 5G, good cameras, and even better performance. In this
guide, you'll learn how to master and set up all the essential features of the new iPhone 12, this manual covers a wide range of topics from the basic setup to advanced tips and tricks to help you get started
with your new iPhone 12 and the latest iOS 14 operating system. So whether you are a beginner or a pro, this guide will help you use all the available features on your new iPhone 12. Here Are Some Of The
Things You Will Learn In This Book: How To Set Up Iphone 12 How To Switch From Android To Iphone Set Up Cellular Service How To Set Up Multi-Task How To Move And Organize Apps How To Uninstall
Apps How To Customize Control Center How To Use Multiple Controllers In Control Center How To Turn Off Access To The Control Center In Applications How To Use Find My App Settings How To
Enable/Disable Dark Mode How To Enable/Disable Night Shift How To Set Up Language How To Set Up Mail And Contacts How To Create A Screen Recording How To Manage Icloud Settings How To Use
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Basic Gestures How To Use Advanced Gestures How To Set Up Siri How To Use Siri In Your Car How To Set Up Family Sharing How To Set Up Your Apple Id For Your Kid How To Add Widget To Home
Screen How To Customize Travel Settings How To Set Up Airdrop How To Draw With Apple Markup How To Perform Quick Action How To Set Up Find My App How To Set Up Screen Time How To Set Up
Carplay How To Find A Route How To Set Up Your Security How To Back Up Your Iphone How To Restore All Content To Iphone From Backup What To Do When You Want To Sell Or Give Away Your
Iphone How To Delete All Content And Settings From Iphone Index And Lot's More SCROLL UP AND TAP THE BUY NOW ICON TO GET THIS BOOK NOW!!
If you believe some news stories, the latest iPhone update (iOS 9) is radically different and you should beware of updating! They’re wrong! This book is for both new users of iPhone and those upgrading to
the latest update. I’ll walk you through the changes and show you why updating is nothing to be afraid of. The iPhone doesn’t come with a handbook / user guide; this doesn’t mean that you have to buy
someone else’s handbook! iPhone does have a handbook! There are three ways to get it: 1. Download it from the Apple iBookstore (it’s free) 2. Get it online by going to manuals.info.apple.com 3. Get it on
your phone; if you go to your bookmarked pages on Safari, the last bookmark is for the ‘iPhone User Guide’. So why do you need this book? This book was written for my parents; people who needed to
know as much as possible, as quickly as possible. There are people who want to know every single little detail about the iPhone, and you will find that in Apple’s comprehensive manual. If you are like my
parents though, new to the iPhone and just want to learn all the basics in about 30 to 60 minutes or an hour that is, then this guide will help you. People who just want to know how to add their contacts, how
to take photos, and how to email. It’s not for advanced users, though if you are upgrading from the previous Apple iOS (iOS 8) then you will most probably find it useful. If you are ready to learn read on!
PURCHASE THE HELP ME! GUIDE TO THE IPHONE 5S PAPERBACK AND RECEIVE THE KINDLE EBOOK FOR FREE! Need help with your new iPhone 5S? The iPhone 5S introduced several new
features not seen in the iPhone 5, such as a fingerprint scanner, new camera features, and an entirely new operating system. This guide will introduce you to these new features, as well as iOS 7. The Guide
to the iPhone 5S gives task-based instructions without using any technical jargon. Learning which buttons perform which functions is useless unless you know how it will help you in your everyday use of the
iPhone. Therefore, this guide will teach you how to perform the most common tasks. Instead of presenting arbitrary instructions in lengthy paragraphs, this book gives unambiguous, simple step-by-step
procedures. Additionally, detailed screenshots help you to confirm that you are on the right track. This guide also explains Secret Tips and Tricks to help you accomplish your day-to-day tasks much faster. If
you get stuck, refer to the Troubleshooting section to isolate and solve the problem. Help is here!
IOS 14 Users GuideConcise Tips and Tricks to Master the Latest IOS 14 & Unlock Hidden FeaturesIndependently Published
??? Let's get started with iPhone 12 Mini ??? Apple proved it can still pull off a surprise in 2020 when it unveiled the iPhone 12 Mini. It's small, surprisingly affordable, and packed with all the powerful features
people expect from an iPhone. But how do you use it?! I'm sure you are excited to use the phone, and maybe you even have! But if you really want to get the most out of your phone, then this guide will help.
It skips all the highly technical and advanced stuff and tells you only about the things people actually use! If you are looking for a guide to help you get up and running as quickly as possible, then this book will
help. It covers: What's new to iOS 14 The difference between all the phones Using an iPhone that doesn't have a Home button Using Face ID How to add widgets to your Home screen Organizing apps with
the App Library Buying, removing, rearranging, updating apps Taking, editing, organizing and sharing photos Apple Services Using Siri Using pre-installed apps like Notes, Calendar, Reminders, and more
Making phone calls and sending messages Must have apps And much, much more! Are you ready to start enjoying your new iPhone? Then let's get started! Note: This book is not endorsed by Apple, Inc and
should be considered unofficial. It is based on "The Ridiculously Simple Guide to iPhone 12 Mini" but has extra content covering accessibility.
We have updated this guide and have included more helpful tips to ensure you get the most out of your iPhone 11. All the issues raised in the reviews have been addressed. If you are looking for a complete
guide that will give you all the hidden tips and tricks to maximize the benefit of your iPhone 11, this is the guide for you. The iPhone 11, the latest additions to the Apple iPhone family, is finally out after much
anticipations and speculations. The iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max replaced the iPhone XR, XS and XS Max devices phased out by Apple. These new iPhone devices come preloaded with iOS 13. iOS
13 has lots of new features that can look overwhelming when using it for the first time even for old iPhone Users. This book will help you explore all the new features in iOS 13 as well as guide you to achieve
better productivity with your iPhone 11, 11 Pro and 11 Pro Max. Some of the things you would learn in this book include: Setting up your iPhone 11 Cycle Tracking in the Health App Using the Find My App
Edit Photos and Rotate Videos Use Sign-IN-With-Apple Enable Dark Mode How to Use Favorites in the Apple Maps Use Look Around feature in Apple Maps Customize Your Memoji and Animoji Share Music
Over AirPods Play Live Radio Through Siri Add Siri Shortcuts Use Screen Time Set App Limits How to Use the New Reminders app Swipe Typing Disable/ Enable Haptic Touch Remove Location Details
from your Photos Set Profile picture and Name in iMessages Optimized Battery Charging Pair your iPhone with a DualShock 4 and Xbox one S Copy, Cut, Paste, Redo and Undo Gestures Connect to Paired
Bluetooth Devices or Wi-fi from Control Center Download Large Apps over Cellular Network Scan Documents and Save screenshots Straight to Files App Operating the Safari Browser And lots more! Click on
Buy Now to get this book and begin to do more with your iPhone.
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